All Workshops are one hour. No registration required.
Dates/times/locations are subject to change.
Visit success.unl.edu for more information or updates.

Success Workshop Series for Fall 2019

I Don't Think We're in HS Anymore
Transition to College:
Navigate the college classroom and find study habits you need to succeed.
Sept. 3 & 4

Time Keeps on Slippin'
Time Management:
Learn to prioritize tasks and customize a schedule that will change your life!
Sept. 10 & 11

You're Gonna Need to Read This
Reading Strategies:
Learn how to keep up with your assignments and connect readings to lectures.
Sept. 17 & 18

Write This Down
Note Taking Strategies:
Learn to take better notes in class and get more out of your assigned readings.
Sept. 24 & 25

Welcome to the NO CRAM ZONE
Test Preparation:
Predict test material and prepare for exams while keeping up in other classes.
Oct. 1 & 2

Procrastinators Unite...Tomorrow
Creating Motivation:
Kick procrastination to the curb and develop strategies to finish the semester strong!
Oct. 8 & 9

I Get By with a Little Help From My Friends
Study Groups:
Learn the do's and don'ts of groups and study partners to help maximize learning!
Oct. 15 & 16

Time Management Triage
Time Management:
Learn to prioritize tasks and customize a schedule that will change your life!
Oct. 29 & 30

You Get By with a Little Help From My Friends
Study Groups:
Learn the do's and don'ts of groups and study partners to help maximize learning!
Oct. 15 & 16

Welcome to the NO CRAM ZONE
Test Preparation:
Predict test material and prepare for exams while keeping up in other classes.
Dec. 3 & 4

You belong here.
You can succeed.
WE CAN HELP.

Find out more at:
facebook: UNL_FYETP
twitter: @UNL_FYETP
instagram: @UNL_FYETP

International Student Workshops
Love Library South 221 at 5 p.m.

Intro. to U.S. Academic Success
September 9th

Listening in Lectures
September 16th

Avoiding Plagiarism
September 19th

Listening in Lectures
September 23rd

Group Work
September 26th

Avoiding Plagiarism
September 30th

How to Give Presentations
October 3rd

Group Work
October 7th

How to Give Presentations
October 10th
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